seeks

SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
IN SCADA/MES FOR THE
PROCESS INDUSTRY
Join Au2mate’s strong team in automation & industrial IT
AND HELP DEVELOP NEW CUTTING-EDGE APPLICATIONS:
YOUR NEW JOB:
You will be part of our talented team of software developers and will be responsible for the design and development of SCADA/MES applications for automation projects.
You will be involved in the entire project cycle from initial customer contact to handover of the final solution to the customer. Au2mate has
customers and assignments all over the world. You can therefore expect that start-up and commissioning of the developed solutions will take
place both at home and abroad. We strive to be a leader in our field and therefore challenge technology and ourselves to deliver the best solutions. We are a 100% knowledge-based company and therefore focus on knowledge sharing and on you developing professionally and getting
the opportunity to use your full potential.
Your personal and professional qualifications:
As a person, we expect you to be positive and proactive and to see the value in communicating with customers and colleagues. We are looking
for a profile with good collaboration skills and a personal drive, who is passionate about developing and implementing new exciting applications. You are quality-conscious, work in a structured manner and are able to maintain an overview in pressurised situations.
By education you are an engineer, mechanical engineer, automation engineer or have another relevant technical background.
You have knowledge and preferably experience in:
- Design/development of SCADA solutions
- Design/development of data-based MES solutions
- Wonderware Intouch and system platform or other SCADA
- Design in accordance with. S88 and S95 standard
Au2mate A/S offers:
An exciting and challenging job in a growing international company with a very high professional level and attractive future opportunities. At
Au2mate you will participate in all project phases from order to design, programming, testing, commissioning and delivery. The key words in
the daily work are freedom and influence under responsibility, informal social tone where a sense of humour is not a disadvantage and good
working conditions. The job is performed at our address in Portugal. Au2mate offers an attractive salary that matches the industry and your
qualifications.
Application:
For further information, please contact Paulo Louro at +351 913742575
Please send a motivated application and CV to pjc@au2mate.dk

www.au2mate.com

Au2mate provides automation and industrial IT to the dairy industry and related industries at worldwide. Au2mate’s
systems are based on platforms from the leading PLC/SCADA/MES system suppliers and are designed in close accordance with each customer’s wishes and needs. Au2mate works internationally and project-oriented according to leading
standards and methods. In addition to the head office in Silkeborg, Au2mate has offices on Zealand & Funen as well as in
Dubai, Sweden, Norway, England, Germany, Portugal, France, and Australia. More info available at www.au2mate.com.

